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As a means toward determining the effect of various
parameters on combustion turbine plant sise and weight for a
particular net power «t# three have been choaen as inde-
pendent variables in which the plant may he expressed,
These three are; the flow coefficient, (Cjg/tJ); the blade
length ratio, (l*/d)$ the mass rate of flow, v. ?he si»e and
weight of compressor, turbine and combustion components of a
plant are stated in terms of these three, and the effect of
blade aspect ratio on weight and volume is also mentioned,
A specif ie example is used to Illustrate the fact that the
shaft speed ratio between compressor and turbine is intimate-
ly related to the optimum Values of flow coefficient and
bis .la length ratio to 1 ".sen, whereas the effect of pres-
sure ratio on this choice 5s very slight,
Thesis Supervisors Warren M. Rohsenow
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The design of combustion turbine plants for opti-
mum economy of construction and operation on the one band,
and for optimum weight and si*e against a specified useful
output on the other, has been accompanied by much study,
both along empirical «ad analytical lines.
Is order to treat the problem by the ordinary
mathematics, create a picture which can be grasped, cite
an example which appears concrete and yet hold to a treat-
ment sufficiently general to be useful, a considerable number
of simplifying assumptions must be made — and yet a mini-
mum of them.
In the design of a power plant for snany purposes,
the weight of the plant and the amount of space it occupies
are of paramount importance, whereas in any case both of
them bear a relation tc ths first cost of the- plant and its
accommodation, factors which may be thought t© have an
obvious bearing on six© and weight may diverge from that
widely in their actual effect.
The treatment herewith, as a small part of an exten-
sive program, has draws generously on what has gone before
in attempting to focus on the effect of three particular
variables on the else of rotating machinery: one geometric,
one kinematic, and one a scale factor. The examination of
each of the first two is limited to a span of ®good prac-
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span will continue sufficiently far beyond it to reach the
region, from the standpoint of each variable individually,
of physical absurditv. Hence, if it is felt that the
delineation of these spans of good practice la unjustified,
a later extension or contraction of them will not alter the
general aspect of the conclusion?.
Subsequent to the treatment of .rotating machinery, a
general discussion of combustion equipment leads to rela-
tions, empirical hut rational, for the weight and volume of
that part of the plan!;.
Despite the fact that numerical eonst&nts have "been
Inserted wherever possible to facilitate Illustration, the
influence of individual factors such as pressure ratio
and cascade geometry la .'acre truly represented than is the
quantitative result, Even when the expressions arrived at
permit a more general application, the tacit physical plant
is a stationary or heavy propulsion plant in the 1000-1*;,
horsepower range, hut one borrowing from the light weight
features of other types.
Whereas the saothocl developed is in principle applica-
ble to a wider range of plant configurations, only the
simple 031" thermodynamic cycle "between pressure ratios of
five and ten has been investigated. An appropriate exten-
sion is to the CI03TX cycle, shown schematically in Fig. 1,
using pressure ratios up to about fifteen. This is suggested
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Assumptions involved in the analysis of plant compo-
nents include: a constant pitch diameter throu.- a
particular machine, potential tWtf* flow, equal work done
per turbine or compressor stage, a uniform axial velocity
over the entire length of a machine, feasor blading
le assumed to be symmetrl-?-?! in all stages except that
the first and laet are modified to seet substantially axial
entry and discharge velocities, So pressure losses are
considered in other than the turbine, and mechanical fric-
tion is overlooked. A mean value of specific heat is used
in each of the ranges of compression, combustion and ex-
pansion, and the changes in mass flow and fluid properties
due to fuel addition are neglected.
With these in mind, certain basic relations and some
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Stress parameter for tapered blades (ref 6):
*
* £.£ H 4(U*/2g){L/d}
Srrg
(3)
where <r. is due to potation only.
This stress parameter commonly runs, for stationary or
heavy propulsion plants, at about:
L * 7000 ft.
o
Z. « 9000 ft,
t





An examination of the mechanical properties of
presently available alloys reveals that at the moderate
temperature level of compressors the operating stresses
are limited to about 50,000 to 42,000 psi by yield strength
and endurance limits, At the temperature level of turbines
the operating stresses are limited by creep rat© to a
-4
value roughly proportional to T g, .
Approximation ©f the relation between static and
stagnation densities:
wHf
r w a w_ gQ
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For the ©oppressor discharge (or ©osbustor Inlet):
ACla . 2*. [„J . 22*!$ [1+r- ,E1]eo* L J Foiro L J
i» ?0 + FBl (6)
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A corresponding relation holds for the flov at turbine outlet,
expressed In terms of r .
Mean density of fluid in the compressor:
Pi Pi 2 S
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These functions are obtainable from Fig, 2.
Rotational speed of a machine, optimised from the
standpoint that the parts under radial stress are all at the
allowable limit expressed by the stress parameter £., may be
determined by combining (3) and (4) with the geometrical rela-





Since the longest blades and consequently the highest
blade stresses are found at compressor inlet and turbine out-
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and for the turbine:
RBI, s*re













It will be noted, when considering possible plant cycle®,
that a wide change in pressure rati© causes at most a 10$
change in optimum HPM directly, but rather affects it *%M
the air rate or w/P* ratio, Turbine inlet temperature
affects permissible rotational speed slightly in a direct



























Pitoh diameter of a rotor, optimized from the same stand-
point as the RPH, is likevisa determined to appear as:
1 1/2 -1/4
2wRT
Relating this to compressor inlet and turbine outlet as
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The same remarks regarding the effects of pressure rati©
and turbine inlet temperature on the HPM apply generally
to the diameter relation® above, but of ©ours© in the
reverse direction.
Powe r, gsgulrement and oufrp.fttj assuming a mean value of p
and of k to be applicable over the temperature spans of each
component, may bs expressed, with (l) and (2), as:
P* m v(h!-h.) «
•CptToi-'o. 1
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V m wC T (r A -1) (10)
PC Oi
and for the turbine, with negligible leaving lose:
Allowing for leaving losses "but assuming the leaving veloci-
ty nearly axial, or with negligible whirl, the last
08 comes: g
08 * Sg^ J
J>
# « w !
t pt
(10b)
In a plant cycle the effect of pressure ratio on air rate,
w/?#
, ie well known, and the curve of Fig. 4 is representa-
tive for a plant in which the output takes the forss of shaft
power. Since, knowing the cycle temperatures and the
probable component efficiencies, the air rate Is a known
function of pressure ratio only, it will frequently be con-
venient to arrange an expression for, say, eoaponent weight
in the form
j
W* « F(cycle conditions) .F{pressure ratio)
Sit 3<l
.




















In matching component to form a plant cycle osrtain
requirements are to be met, some of thsm necessary and
obvious if the plant Is to operate at all, others desirable
and Implicit if it is to give optimum satisfaction. For
the simple cycle single-shaft Jet propulsion plant (CBfJ),
























the latter holding only if T is the same for both machines,
and the blads material is such thst p^ is the same for both,
3inc$ turbine and compressor power ara substantially equal
at all times (10) and (10a) combine to give:
pc Oj e WW**"** *
. tt&lq, a mtot '
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The useful power output of such a plant takes the form
of throat, dependent on jet velocity.
I
t**-ty ° Wo* I 1 - ?-]
!j » **<!>*%, ^ -ro rt J
or in terma of the compressor pressure ratio only:
°t
-n^ Vo. J [ * Wo. ' ,,J
In the special case of static thrust:
If 11
w g
For the simple cycle stationary or heavy propulsion










Substituting (?) and (7a) into the first of these
relations, and making use of the others where apDropriate:
T 1/2
I






























){cx/u) 1 (L/d) la (
a
-?
t i(fMi+i)(g /a) 4 (i/a)*dt
J
(15)
The net power outpat of this type of plant ie:
n t o
By (10) and (10a) then:
P* T«. .. 1*, , X&t iWL (i-r^Mr*-!)
upo A 0l
(16)
















*?• DBfEBMXSATIOK QT 3HE STACK
Thus far, no consideration has been given to aero-
dynamic relations or the factors affecting efficiency
within a stage, nor with stage dimensions. There are to be
developed an expression for the axial width of the blade
row, the blade spacing, and the number of stages required.
The length an! volame of machine rotors is readily obtained
then from these expressions and thoss previously set forth.
Zweifel (ref , 1) has developed an aerodynamic load
coefficient
\l/ ® 1
y. m 2sla paCeot^a-ootBxJj
based upon the attainable pressure distribution around an
airfoil, which coefficient he shows to have a value very
near eight-tenths for minimum pressure loss and minimum
drag/lift ratio in a cascade. This significantly corresponds
to the preferred design deflection angle of eight-tenths
that for which stall occurs, presented by Howell (ref. 2).
work dons in a stage may be written as:
V /2g
Combining the above two expressions* the optimum solidity
of a blade row say be stated as:
11-1.26 &Sl&* -JU (is)
C0x/Sf) uVfig
On the other hand, Sohnlttger {ref. 3) has indicated that











to the gaa leaving angle by:
.8<9/f>a < .66
and farther that the fluid deflection angle in decelerating
cascades is related to this leaving angle by:
l/Z 1/2
Hence, by combination it follows that:
1/2
$ x m p* (l-.SOr* )
and by substitution in Zveifsl's relation above, the optimum
solidity becomes:
r i/z I
$ » 2.9sin &» [80tS»~oot(l- # 30?jB )3 S
J
(19)
irhich is readily solved by trial, on the first attempt esti-
mating $ * 1 on the right:,
Figures 6 and 6 Illustrate the nomenclature used above.
The latter is a reproduction of the curves presented by
Zwsifel on which has been drawn the line of maximum turbine
stage efficiency given by Hawthorne (ref, 4). The difference
in notation between these figures and that used herein should
be noted.
Gas bending stress in a blade may be found from the




wherein the moment is:


















But from the geometry, and (19) above:
i





In order to evaluate thg blade section modulus, I/y, various
airfoil section plane were measured to determine the effect
of camber and thickness ratio in the moment of inertia and
extreme fiber distance. A standard thickness distribution
was used, with camber varied 26® to 109®, thickness ratio
varied *?% to 10^, based on a parabolic ©amber line. The ex-
treme of the shapes so measured are shown In P4§. 3. Fwwt









Substituting this in the above:
<B280 w (l/d)*(Ox/U)(uVsg)






Replacing the aspect rati© by its definition:
6 = {Lft>} (L/d)d7b
and using (3) to eliminate u>, d and (U /2g):
1/2 1/2
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Since la obtaining tfc* overall rotor length the mean
stage width Is desired, a mean value of (L/d) mast be ob-
tained for use in the forego lag, and (L/d) in turn is propor-
tional to looal dec sit/ if Q
x
is to be maintained constant.
Hence, by (5), for the ©©©pressor:
(l/d)
mo
m (L/dljIPj/^/ • (l/d)» F t
and by (6a), for the turbine:
d/d)
at - CL/d>* Ft
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The number of stages required depends Jointly ©n the work to
b** don® in a machine and the amount of work sfficiently
attainable p^v stage, or:



























* G™, *« <r*-l)
7-
and by using (i5) to eliminate circumferential speed:
Correspondingly, thai number of stages for the turbine
is found to be:
* U*/2g
General experience has shown ts-.at the blade aspect
ratio, Osjy^ ig ia practice limited at the lover extreme
by tip losses and wall friction, and at the upper extreme by
stress eonsi derations and Mounting secondary flow losses, In
view of these Units, the aspect ratio nay be taken t© vary
from one t© five, with the optimum at possibly two or three
for "good practice*.
By inserting (8) and (25) in the definition, aspect
ratio may be related to other quantities, however, and the
result will serve, in combination with the rule-of-thumb above,
to limit the range of variation of other parameters, fhus,
for the compressor:
>» Sin $8;





























V. ROTOR uiZ* Ai?P WEIGHT
Rotor site ifl controlled toy the number of stages, the axial
length of each, and the tip diameter of the blading. For the
length:
wherein the clearance ratio between adjacent rows is indi-
cated by Y. From (25) and (24), and by properly arranging











and for the turbine:










In each of the above, the final bracket represents the expli-
cit influence of pressure ratio while the first incorporates
the influence of cascade geometry, broadly speaking. The
trend of this pressure ratio influence is shown in Fig. 4 for
compressor and turbine separately.
Rotor volume may be stated simply as:
V m Kv*L*
4
Substituting from (9) and (26) and rearranging as for the











1850 RC^T P* *
v « .JB2..Q.1 -.,
«N 0V2K ol *^ f
•[(F^lM^-l** £>*] (27)
and likewise for the turbine:
3
'(l+d/d)-*) (h/a)tf
[<Fa^<l-r> t (J.)*] (27a)
The two brackets here, as In the length relations,
are intended to indicate the influence of stage geometry
and pressure ratio respectively. The latter are shown in
Fig. 4,
Rotor weight has been investigated for wheels of the
DeLaval type by LaValle and Kuppert (ref. 5). Their results,
with some simplifying assumptions to fix a few minor in-
fluence variables which have small rang®®, are here applied
to both turbine and compressor, since the latter is taken to
be of disk type construction and therefore comparable in each
stage to a DeLaval wheel. All this is predicated ©n having












For one wheel or stage the weight Is then:














j.3 ~ A*(L/d) -:
From Fig. 8 may be obtained 4 t and A9 .
The material density ratio, t?\/9&)» will approach unity
in the ease of a turbine or in the case of a compressor not
having light metal blades. With this additional simplification
(28) is combined with (8) and (24) to yield:
u# 70 °poTc?i




































°* ^.t r p*HTo,
3/v
t w r
ft. pMf , f U» !|1
(l-r
t
) (--) (fm^vt ) J
(28b)
Again the parts have been arranged so that the final bracket
in each equation represents the explicit pressure ratio in-
fluence and the bracket immediately preceding represents the
stage geometry. The pressure ratio factor is shown in Fig. 4
and the geometry factor, calculated from (28) above, appears
in Fig. 9,
Due to its effect on rotor thickness, increasing
aspect ratio causes a decrease in rotor weight, but a
simultaneous rise in rotor volume. This last effect will
appear later (see p. 43, ©q. (33) et seq.). Hence the mean
density of the rotor bulk drops doubly fast with rising aspect
ratio. Since a high machine density tends toward eompactnese
of plant for a fixed power output, this gives the first
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!!• COMB US IKON CQMP0KSIKT9 AND CASINGS
Over the variety of combustion turbine plant types,
from heavy stationary generating equipment to light welffht
sir-craft propulsion sets, combustion equipment varies in
wight and slz» fully as much as does any other component,
and with considerably greater empiricism. Watson and Clarke
(ref. 6) have summarised current practice. The first
parameter to be considered is heat release rate per unit
volume:
vb?©» W i •*. lb « ft-
the constant employed is based on the fact that good
oombustor performance regularly can be attained for heat re-
& Of
lease rates up to bat not much exceeding 6.7x10 ETU/hr. ft.
atm. The actual limit depends on a balance between heat con-
duction, diffusion, wall cooling and metallurgical properties.
A slightly more conservative figure, 4.95, is used above.
Another limitation is flame stability in the moving
gas flow. Based only on experience and good practice again,
the permissible maximum bulk velocity entering the flame zone
is found to be about 500 ft ./sec. Hence, leaving again a
margin of safety by using 400, there is:
Pa*b ^brc^°* ,lec •
Oombustor length is then, assuming a shape approximately prismatic:
SCT .
M teteu* :^©i«iBT ®rf»
-
tf trfc
10 &•• "• * J
, ftaaJUna erf n» »**
.STOdli &»9iJ &i , » »
I s«bX1 ni -a^J
M small ttf* 3T ***** *»»*** -••esq
©xfcf






** 616 .1 f* (29)
In ease, as Is true for aircraft and certain other
plants, combustion If to be equally shared among several
chambers, a third limiting factor to be considered is minimum
flame tube dlamster. This may be met by: (a) limiting the
number of separate chamb^r^ or (b) Increasing the total cross-
sectional area beyond that required for permissible maximum
gas Telocity.
the weight of a oombustor is a function of wall con-
struction and surface area. Assuming that if a number of
chambers are operated in parallel they are all exactly alike,
then the total surface area is:
1/2







Wall construction is considered to be based on resist-
ance to sagging and backling rather than to rupture in tension.
Thus for a cylinder in transverse loading, as a first approxi-
mation,
_. my (t.d)d &
x (t.ar (t.dr
1/2 1/2
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In order to eliminate th<? tensile atreas from thie
-4
expression the proportionality G~T08 , obtainable from







The foraging vas intended to apply to metallic
eombustors only. Another type, intended for large marine
or stationary plants and lined with refractory, requires
separate treatment
.
Data on current combustion equipment permit approxi-
mate evaluation of the constant of proportionality to give:
„ J5/4 1/4
*> 2000
!s! . J BbJ L_L_1 ( ao)
Further, She apace required for a combust ion system
composed of a set of identical can-type units, as oppoeed






By making use of the flame cross-sectional area rela-
tion for proper gas velocity mentioned at the beginning of
this aection, this becomes:
r v

















G- Heat treated 4 aged








The trend of combuator volume with pressure ratio at
given by this it shown for the single temperature ratio
The construction of staters and casings Is considered
to be governed fey regard for stiffness rather more than for
rupture strength. Stator blading weight is assumed to average
the same as that of rotor ©lading operating within it, Follow-
ing ref • 6 and the foregoing treatment of eombustor shell








^ d^ |l-(Vd)] *£ for t!tee casing
oonstaui is approximated on the basis of
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both of which increase eonotonieaily with (L/d)
.
Equally defensible If- the Approximation if casing























S<= (L/d) (d/b) and b/l) (b/d)(d/D)
by (9) there appears that:
V* « ¥ l*6b/l> - ¥ / 1+ SS I
ec cL J *(_ l+U/d) x J








SCR0LL3. VOLUTES and DUCTS
Scrolls, volutes, ducts, piping, stacks and so on
vary greatly from plant to plant for the good reason that
plant location and Job assignment dictate component layout
to a large extent. The straight-through aircraft Jet
engine with axial compressor certainly has the minimum of
such parts, whereas a marine propulsion or shore power
generation plant has a good deal of its total weight and
space so constituted. Hence no definitive mathematical
treatment can be shown, but a few general rules can be given.
For the simple cycle, gas pressures up to the com-
pressor inlet and beyond the turbine exit are of the order
of one atmosphere. Within these sections of the flow path
design is considered to be based on rigidity rather than
bursting pressure. Hence, following the reasoning of ref 9:
V«~ v
From the compressor discharge to the turbine nozzle
the flow path carries the same weight flow at a pressure
r times as great and a specific volume correspondingly less.
In this section design is considered to be based on burst-
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Since it has been shown that the net power output
for given oyole conditions is:
P*~ w
then it may be concluded that for a given type of plant —
aircraft, mobile or stationary — the size and volume of
ducting will vary nearly linearly with the mass flow, once
the cycle thermodynamic conditions are fixed. Taking ac-
count of the relation between air rate and pressure ration
the weight and size of ducting and connections may be ex-











In order to clarify the effect of certain variable
•
ae they individually influence the design, it is advisable
to fix as many of the other variables as possible, or in
other words to take a particular plant and inquire as to
hov the internal geometry of the components may be optimised
to produce the most power for the least investment.
Choosing a simple CBTG plant (Fig. 1) for this purpose,
the following points are fixed:
Compressor Turbine
Tol * S30°R *o3 K 196O R
Cp ** .24 Cp * .27
/•o * .90 %c- .85
H m 60* N 30°
§ * 40° $ SB 60°
t * .10 t * .16
% « 22,000 pti % " 24,000 jwl
°"
g




r * 5 7 * .7
R • 53.5 ft./°R p^ef 500 lb ./ft.*
T - 1.3 P

























From these it follows that (Fig. 11 et seq):
1*1 • .1 F»* - .03
Fbo " 2 -86 Pbt
= 6 - 58
X • .318 jx « .211




- 3.0 r*"*« 3.56
F * .5 F.,. m .439
o «
r * 9050. E«. • 9870.
o *
w/p# == .0106 lb/HP see
i m .96 J*„ « 1.08
o r
Having deolded to investigate the effect of the flow coef-
ficient (Cx/U), blade length ratio (L/d) and masa flow (w),
all other parameters are expressed in terms of these three
by using the information above and the equations set forth
previously. That these three variables are independent may
be seen from the continuity relation and (3). Under the
original simplifying assumptions and the above set conditions
none of these three variables affect the thermodynamics of
the cycle, however, and so the air rate (w/P# ) remains un-
changed. The effect of scaling up the power rating of the
plant, then, for any fixed set of values such as the above
may be taken directly as the effect of increasing the mass
flow rate.
Equations here are numbered to correspond to their



























































w (L/d) a 1.9(0 /tj) 1 <l/d) 1 r , i
<CL/U>» L l# (L/d)j L J
(53)
1/2,3/2 3/4 _ l _ 2
if (L/d) 4 j 1.24(C-/U) 4(L/d)4 r *1
V* - .0252 »7?~ 1+ - l+(L/d) xt0 (cL/to)/** L 1 <t/d>4 L
X
J
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From (15), (25) and (25a) above the curves of Fig. 14
have been drawn. Ag brought out earlier the aspect ratio has
been found in practice to be restricted, by lose considera-
tions, to upper and lower limits of about five and one,
respectively. Likewise, the blade length ratio (L/d) is re-
stricted at the upper limit by blade stresses and the me-
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the fact that large physical dimensions become necessary to
pass a required mass rate of flow.
MoreoTer the flow coefficient (C^U) is restricted at
the lower limit by this same inability of a machine to pass
sufficient mass flow, end at its upper limit is restricted
by the permissible Mach No. incident to the compressor rotor
blades. For example this limit may be so set that the
relative velocity
Wj ^ .8 /KgHT





/U) * .5656 sin p l i/(feg/tl
, )*M
Obtaining from (.3) for the example in hand
(U*/2g) « %2&2/{Ul) x
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and by a similar procedure for the turbine:
Neither of these, It so happens, offers any additional restric-
tion here.
With all the foregoing in mind the dotted rectangles
of Fig. 14 were constructed to the (L/d) and (Cx/U) limits,
the portion of such rectangles within acceptable limits of
then being taken as the area of possible designs. It should
be emphasised that the demarcation of these areas is carried
out to show that such limits exist, rather than to pretend to
lay down their numerical values.
Possible gear ratios for the plant constants chosen
are indicated. Direct drive, Q=l, appears to be appro-
priate here since that line is the only one intersecting the
rectangle properly. If direct drive is chosen, the gear may
be dispensed with and the design latitude remaining is repre-
sented by the straight line segment A-B. He-examination of
equations (33) in their latter form above shows a design point
near A to be preferred since lower values of aspect ratio
assist in reducing turbine and compressor volume. If the point
is so chosen that:
6 mt * 2 « 8
6m - ft.*
then the choice still remains open for the compressor along
the arc a-a* and for the turbine along the arc b-b 1
.
:,
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Again (33) shows the lower end of each range to be
preferred In order to gain a lower value of (L/d). Hence
the design may be fixed at:
(4g/9)a - .5 (Cx/u) 4 - .88
(l/d*! - .16 (L/d) 4 "• .11
and with these in hand the elte and weight of the plant may
be calculated from the foregoing equations, making use of
the air rate, .0105 lb/HP sec, to express the results in
terms of power output rather than mass flow rate.
This leads to, for the pressure ratio of five:
ce to b





w# « w# +w*
-f w* ft * f£
c 00 t to b
* (47.22 P*^2* 28.8 P#l/4+17,700/p#1,/4)l0""V
lbs
In order to discover the influence of pressure ratio
changes on the plant sixe and weight, the detailed calcula-
tions may be repeated for ratios of seven and ten, with other
data remaining the same. Following that, by the same criteria
as before, there are obtained rectangles which overlie as
shown in Fig. 15. "When design values of &, (TVd) and (Cx/U)
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r 5 7 10
6*o 2.5 2.5 2.5
(cx/u) 1 • 5 .5 .5
(L/a)* .16 .145 .15
6mt 1.7 1.85 1.95
(c
x/u) 4 •Oo .38 .87
(L/d) 4 •11 .11 .11
It may be concluded that in the range covered by
OBT plants a pressure ratio variation effects little change
in the choice of these parameters in turbine and compressor.
On the other hand equations (11) et seq. show that the
stress parameter L , the blade angle and camber p and ©, and
the degree of aerodynamic loading under which the blades
operate are the three major faetors which in the end direct
the selections of (L/d) and (Cx/U). Component stage
efficiencies bear on the thermal efficiency and the air rate,
and via the latter affect the selection as well.
It may be concluded from the curves (W#/P# ) of Fig. 17
that, on the basis of minimum plant weight being a desirable
factor, it is advantageous at certain pressure ratios to
divide a load between two or more identical plants operating
in parallel at a net saving in weight. The same possibility
irith respect to reducing total plant space requirements is
suggested by curves (V*/F) of the same figure. Mitigating
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and in all likelihood actually reversing the trend in an
actual Installation, is the necessity for duplication of
controls, accessories, instrumentation and servicing when
sets of smaller unit size are used to fulfill a Job re-
quirement.
A quantitative analysis of these two opposing effects




























area, annular unless otherwise noted
blade width, axially
absolute Telocity
specific heat at constant pressure
tip diameter, over longest blade
pitch diameter, at mid-blade




mechanical equivalent of heat, 7?8





number of like stages or units
pressure
power, horsepower unless otherwise shown
gas constant, for air 63.3
reheat factor
pressure ratio in a component, greater than unity
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T - temperature *R
t - thickness ratio, vs., chord or diameter
U - circumferential velocity on pitch diameter ft/sec.
V - net or working volume ft.
V* - component volume, overall ft.
W - work ft. lb/lb.
W# - component weight lb.
w - mass flow rate; also relative velocity lb/sec;ft/sec.
Y - cascade clearance factor
j - extreme fiber distance from neutral axis ft.
Z - number of blades in a row
a - angle of absolute velocity with plane of cascade
£ - angle of relative velocity with plane of cascade
a - a special function of (L/d) and &
6 - blade aspect ratio, L/b
€
- angle of fluid deflection
Y
- efficiency, output/input
© - blade camber angle
X - the exponent (k-l)/kV ge
u.
- the exponent (k-l)
^8
j/k
V - the exponent (k-l)/k
P - density lb/ft.
Zl - stress parameter, ^/fPu ft.
0"
- tensile stress lb/ft.
T - taper factor, for stress reduction in rotating blade
j • aerodynamic load coefficient
s
cD














- angular Telocity rad/sec.
3ub8orlx>t*
b - burner or eonbustor; also blade
o - compressor; also easing or stator
g - gas-bending
J - Jet
m - mean; also pertaining to Mach No.
n - net
o - stagnation state
P - constant pressure
• - stage; also static
t - turbine
X - axial direction
Station lflenUfJ-wttPB
1 - compressor rotor entrance
2 - compressor exit; coiabustor entrance
3 - eombustor exit; turbine inlet
4 - turbine exit
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